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Macroeconomic Outlook

Commodity Outlook
Inflation

Inflation slowed down (even declined) in the past month but still well above recent price levels. Food inflation remained a large component of growth while energy actually declined leaving the overall rate flat.
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Shaded areas indicate U.S. recessions.
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Cotton #2 Dec '23 (CTZ23)
90.45s +3.85 (+4.45%) 08/12/22 [ICE/US]
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Cattle
Conclusions

- Recent price increases in cotton and corn offer pricing opportunities for 2023.
- Higher input prices will remain a challenge though early signs of easing in producer prices (chemicals, trucking, etc.) hopefully mean that trend will continue and prices will ease going into the winter for pre-purchase opportunities.
- Energy prices remain elevated. Looking into 2023 and 2024, current crude futures indicate easing of energy prices going forward but political/international events can change that quickly.
- Easing of USD is good for exports but remains elevated. For cotton, will there any cotton left??
- Future demand for cotton remains uncertain.